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Abstract
We present a novel probabilistic method for partially unsupervised topic segmentation on unstructured text. Previous approaches to this problem utilize the hidden
Markov model framework (HMM). The HMM treats a document as mutually independent sets of words generated by a latent topic variable in a time series. We extend this
idea by embedding the aspect model for text into the segmenting HMM. In doing so,
we provide an intuitive topical dependency between words and a cohesive segmentation
model. We apply this method to segment unbroken streams of New York Times articles as well as noisy transcripts of radio programs on S PEECH B OT 1 , an online audio
archive indexed by an automatic speech recognition engine. We provide experimental
comparisons between our technique and the HMM approach. Our results suggest that
this technique can perform as well as the HMM method and in some cases even better.
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1 Introduction
In the classical information retrieval (IR) problem, a user searches in a corpus of text
for documents which satisfy her information needs. This framework assumes a notion
of document i.e. that the corpus is divided into cohesive sets of words each expressing
a small number of information needs.
In some search-worthy text corpora, such as newswire feeds, television closed captions, or automatic speech recognition (ASR) transcripts of streaming audio, there is
no explicit representation of a document. There are implicit document breaks (e.g.
television shows, radio segments) but no clear demarcations of where they occur. Segmentation is a critical subtask of the IR problem in these situations.
To this end, we implemented a novel probabilistic method of topic segmentation
which combines a segmenting hidden Markov model [6] and an aspect model [5]. In
this paper, we describe our method and demonstrate good results when applied to noisy
ASR transcripts and streams of clean (error-free) unsegmented text.
This paper is divided into six sections. In section 2, we summarize of previous
techniques and describe how our method relates to them. In section 3, we describe the
standard HMM segmentation approach. In section 4, we describe the theory behind the
aspect HMM approach. In section 5, we report on experiments on both clean and ASR
text. In section 6, we present our conclusions and suggestions for future work.

2 Previous Work
There is a considerable body of previous research on which this work builds. Hearst [4]
developed the TextTiling algorithm which uses a word similarity measure between sentences to find the point between paragraphs at which the topic changes. This approach
is effective on clean text with explicit sentence and paragraph structure. However, it
is difficult to implement on text produced by a speech recognition engine. In addition
to the unstructured nature of ASR output, speech recognition engines on unrestricted
audio often have word error rates in the range of 20% to 50%. Since Hearst’s algorithm
computes cosine similarity between relatively small groups of words on either side of a
sentence boundary, it is unclear whether it would be robust enough in the face of many
erroneous words.
Beeferman et al. [1] introduced a feature-based segmentation method which does
not require text with paragraph and sentence structure. Though their method works
well, many of the derived features are based on identifying cue-words which indicate
an impending topic shift. In our domain, high error rates often cloud such cue words
making them difficult to learn and detect.
The method we present builds directly on the Hidden markov model (HMM) approach of Mulbregt et al. [6]. We extend this model by embedding the aspect model [5]
in the HMM. This allows for a unified model within which we find both segment
clusters to train transition probabilities and language models to determine observation
emission probabilities.
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Figure 1: A graphical model representing the segmenting HMM

3 HMM Segmentation
In the segmenting HMM framework, an unsegmented document is treated as a collection of mutually independent sets of words. The model posits that each set is probabilistically generated by a hidden topic variable in a series. Transition probabilities
between topics determine the next hidden variable in the sequence.
As a generative model, the HMM posits that a document is produced by the following process: choose a topic from an initial distribution of topics; generate a set of
independent words from a distribution over words associated with that topic; choose
another topic, possibly the same topic from a distribution of allowed transitions; repeat
this process. Given a new, unsegmented document, one inverts this process by calculating the most likely set of topics which generated the -word sets of the given document.
Topic breaks occur at the points where the value of the topic variables change.
More formally,
are sets of words and are generated by a topic . Each depends only on
and the are independent of each
other given . This is illustrated in the graphical model in figure 1. Circles represent random variables and arrows indicate possibly dependency. The box around
indicates that this random variable is repeated times for each topic variable in the
series.
The HMM is parameterized by a transition probability distribution between topics
for each possible value of
and a set of topic-based unigram language models
. To train the model, a set of segments from a corpus is clustered using the -means
algorithm. A unigram language model is computed for each of these clusters and an
appropriate smoothing technique is applied to account for sparsity. The transition probis a parameter which is separately
ability distribution between topic states
tuned in [6]. We simply use normalized counts of transitions between clusters in the
training set to estimate it. Note that this model requires a segmented corpus to train,
but works in an unsupervised manner to cluster those segments.
To segment a new document, the stream of text is divided into a sequence of
observations
of
words each. The Viterbi algorithm [7], a dynamic programming technique, is used to find the most likely hidden sequence of topic states
given an observed sequence of word sets
. Topic
breaks occur when
.
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This model is an effective segmentation framework on both clean and ASR text.
However, it suffers from the naive Bayes assumption that the words within each observation are mutually independent given a topic.
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As gets large, this assumption works well for computing
. However, the
larger becomes, the less precise the resulting segmentation will be since the model
can only hypothesize topic breaks between sets of words. The window (i.e. ) must
be large enough to give an accurate estimate of
while small enough to detect a
segmentation point with good granularity.
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4 Aspect HMM Segmentation
A segmenting aspect HMM (AHMM) is a hidden Markov model in which each hidden
state is an instance of the latent variable in an embedded aspect model. This aspect
model determines both the observation emission probabilities and training segment
clusters to find the transition probabilities. As in the segmenting HMM, each observation is a set of words and we use the Viterbi algorithm to find topic breaks.



4.1 The aspect model for documents and words
In this section we summarize the aspect model as it applies to text. For a detailed
discussion, see [5].
The aspect model is a family of probability distributions over a pair of discrete
random variables. In text data, this pair consists of a document label and a word. It
is important to understand that in the aspect model, a document is not represented as
the set of its words but simply a label which identifies it. It is associated with its
corresponding set of words through each document-word pair.
This model posits that the occurrence of a document and a word are independent of
each other given a topic or factor. Let denote a segment from a presegmented corpus,
denote a word, and denote a topic. Under this independence assumption, the joint
probability of generating a particular topic, word, and segment label is



/

P

23PQ"'R"A/J7 S23PT5 /87<23U5 /J7'23/87V*
23U5 /87 parameter is a language model conditioned on the hidden factor. The
23P 5 /J7 parameter is a probability distribution over the training segment labels. The
23/J7 distribution is a the prior distribution on the hidden factor.
Given a corpus of W segments and the words within those segments, the training
data for an aspect model is the set of pairs J3P&XT"$ZX Y 7[- for each segment label and each

The

word in those segments. We can use the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [2]
to learn such a model from an uncategorized corpus. In the E-step, we compute the
posterior probability of the hidden variable given our current model. In the M-step, we
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maximize the log likelihood of the training data with respect to the parameters
, and
. The E-step is

23PT5 /87

234U5 /87

23/J7 ,

23/T5 PQ"'Z7  \ 2 3/J7'23PT5 /87<23U5 /J7
23/J_N7'23PT5 /J_`7'234U5 /J_a7
][^

The M-step is

c d.fJg ^ 23/T25 PQ3/ "'h5 P 7j_ i "$Z3PQ7j"'i h3P 7 _ "$Z7
e
c d.fJg c Y f)k
c^ Y f)k 23/T25 PQ3"'/ h5 PQ7j"'i  3PQ_ 7j"'i h37 Pl"$ _ 7
c d fJg c Y f)k
c] ^ Y f)k c d.fJg 223/T35 / PQ_ "'5 hPl"$7j i _ 37jPQi "'3hPQ7 "'h7
c ced.fJgEc Y f)k
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23/87b
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where
is the number of times word appears in document .
To avoid overfitting the training data, we use tempered EM as described in [5].
Essentially, we hold out a portion of our training data for cross validation purposes
after the E-step. When the performance decreases on the hold-out data, we reduce a
parameter
which tempers the effect of the next M-step on the parameters of
the model. In the case of a segmenting AHMM, we cross validate by checking the
segmentation accuracy on a held out set of transcripts as measured by the CoAP (see
section 5.3). We stop training when reducing no longer improves performance on the
segmentation of the hold-out training data.
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4.2 The aspect HMM
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The segmenting AHMM is an HMM for which the hidden topic state is the random
variable in a trained aspect model. This is depicted in figure 2. Generatively, the
AHMM works in exactly the same way as the HMM except the words from the selected
hidden factor are generated via the aspect model rather than independently generated.
To train an AHMM, we train an aspect model on a set of training segments as
described in section 4.1. We cluster the training segments by the
parameter.
cluster

3PJ7rIs)t$uwvLsx 23PT5 / L 7

23P 5 /87

Finally, we compute transition probabilities between clusters and initial probabilities
of each cluster.
Note that the aspect model does not represent clusters in the way that we compute
them. Each is represented by
, a probability for each latent factor. There is no
theoretical reason that the factor with maximum probability should indicate a cluster
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Figure 2: A graphical model representing a segmenting AHMM
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assignment. However, in practice,
for a fixed is peaked towards one value of
. In this case, we feel justified in assigning each segment to the factor with maximal
probability.
The AHMM segments a new document by dividing its words into observation windows of size and running the Viterbi algorithm to find the most likely sequence of
hidden topics which generated the given document. Segmentation breaks occur when
the value of the topic variable changes from one window to the next. The Viterbi algorithm requires the observation probability
for each time step. While the HMM
uses the naive Bayes assumption to compute this distribution, we treat each as a new
segment label and compute
via the aspect model.
One problem with the aspect model is that it is not a truly generative model with reparameter is a discrete distribution over the set of
spect to document labels. The
training documents. Therefore, the model can only compute conditional probabilities
about those segments which it was exposed to in training. In the Viterbi algorithm, we
need to find
for some observation window . This observation is not a document label that the model has seen before. To properly find
, one should retrain
the model using EM on the training corpus as well as
and the words it contains.
However, this is very inefficient. In practice, one can use an online approximation to
EM to find
. We use a variant as described in [3].
Let
where
denotes no word and
denotes the full observation. We approximate
recursively as follows.
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Note that
is not a meaningful probability. However, the Viterbi algorithm only
needs to compute
for a single observation at a time. Thus,
behaves like
a scaling constant and we can compute
up to this factor. Finally, since the
Viterbi algorithm only compares probabilities, we can use this proportional probability
without any loss.
These formulae reflect an online approximation of one E-step in the EM algorithm.
We present here an intuitive derivation to illustrate why they make sense as such an
approximation. We would like to recursively estimate
from partial estimates
of
. First, notice that
is the empty word. This immediately gives us the
base case.

23+5 /87
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We can express 23/T5   L 7

23<7
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in terms of our previous information as follows.
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L
L
L
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T p 23/T5    L 01! 7
L
L
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c
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The final equation expresses 23/T5    L 7 in terms of 23/ 5    L 0! 7 . As the approxima-

We assume that, in a partial observation sequence , the marginal probability of selecting any word is simply
. Observe that when
, the word is assumed
and is absorbed in the conditioning. When
to have been accounted for in
, we can compute
by a simple application of Bayes rule.

tor sees more words in a single observation, it refines its posterior distribution of the
topic. It uses this refined posterior to weight the distribution of the next word.

5 Experimental results
We applied this segmentation model to two large corpora. First, we examined S PEECH BOT transcripts from All Things Considered (ATC), a daily news program on National
Public Radio. Our corpus spans 317 shows from August 1998 through December 1999.

5.1 Aspect model EM training
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Figure 3: Tempered EM convergence in the ATC and NYT corpora
Within these shows there are 4,917 segments with a vocabulary of 35,777 unique terms.
The shows constitute about 4 million words. We estimated the word error rate in this
corpora to be in the 30% to 40% range. Note that these are only estimates computed
from sampling the corpora as perfect transcripts are unavailable to us.
Additionally, we analyzed a corpus of 3,830 articles from the New York Times
(NYT) to compare the ASR performance with error-free text. This corpus constitutes
about 4 million words with a vocabulary of 70,792 unique terms. In all reported experiments, we learn an aspect model with 20 hidden factors.

5.1 Aspect model EM training
Figure 3 illustrates the performance on held out data during the tempered EM training
of the aspect model (see section 4.1). Though the NYT corpus takes longer to converge
(due to the higher vocabulary size), it learns more quickly than the ATC corpus since
the text contains no errors. The ATC converges faster (due to the smaller vocabulary
size) but stays at a low CoAP (see section 5.3) for several iterations before performance
improves.

5.2 Sample results and topic labels
In our experiments, we use three variants of our two corpora. First, we create random
sequences of segments from the ATC corpus. Second, we create random sequences
from the NYT corpus to compare clean versus noisy segmentation. Finally, we use the
actual aired sequences of ATC segments since this is domain of the primary problem
which we are trying to tackle.
In the random sequences of segments, we attain almost perfect segmentation on
both corpora. However, the results are mixed with the original broadcasts of the ATC.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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Figure 4: A segmentation of All Things Considered from April 29, 1999. The top
diagram is the hypothesis segmentation. The bottom diagram is the true segmentation.

Figure 4 shows a segmentation from a real transcript of ATC on April 29, 1999. The
segmentation is not perfect but hypothesizes the detected topic breaks at approximately
the correct points in the program. At first, there seem to be many missed breaks. We
argue however that these missed story breaks do not always constitute topic breaks
and therefore are not indicative of the performance of our model. To illustrate this,
we explore a method of topic labeling based on the language model parameters of the
aspect model.
One way of identifying the topics which the segmenter finds is by the top fifteen
parameter for the value of which the Viterbi algorithm assigned
words of the
to a particular segment. Figure 5 lists these word sets (denoted by a letter) as they
correspond to the topics in the segmentation (denoted by a number). For example,
story 14 is about the Israeli/Palestinian conflict. Its corresponding segment in the hypothesis segmentation can be described by the words in topic F which include peace,
israeli, and palestinian.

23465 /87
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Analysis of this correspondence often explains missed topic breaks. Articles 11
and 12 are both about the Kosovar refugees. Understandably, they are both assigned to
topic A and the break between stories goes undetected.

23U5 /J7

Note that the segmenter can work even if the top words of
fail to give a
good topic description. The story about deformed frogs is assigned topic I, a rather
generic language model with no real descriptive words. However, the subsequent story
about the economy fits topic J so well that the AHMM is able to properly detect the
break.

5.3 Quantitative Results
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Figure 5: Summary words (up) and ground truth summaries (down) from the ATC
segment in figure 4
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Figure 6: CoAP results on the ATC and NYT corpora. In the case of randomly generated transcripts, the reported results are the mean over ten sets of random transcripts
taken from the same set of testing segments.

5.3 Quantitative Results
We use the co-occurrence agreement probability (CoAP) introduced in [1] to quantitatively evaluate our segmenter. The CoAP is defined as

\
23 agreement7  L 3  " 87 ô3  " J7 63  " J7


The function 3 " 87 is a probability distribution over the distances between words in
a document; the functions are p if the two words fall in the same segment and
otherwise; and function indicates agreement between the operands.

In our case, 3 " J7 p if the words are 9 words apart and otherwise. With this
choice of , the CoAP is a measure of how often a segmentation is correct with respect
to two words that are 9 words apart in the document. Following [1], we choose 9 to be


































half the average length of a segment in the training corpus, 170 in the ATC corpus, and
200 in the NYT corpus.
A useful interpretation of the CoAP is through its compliment [1]

23 disagreement7Ge23 missed7<23 seg7  3'p 23 seg7'7'23 false7
where 23 seg 7 is the a priori probability of a segment, 23 missed 7 is the probability of
missing a segment, and 23 false 7 is the probability of hypothesizing a segment where
!

there is no segment.
Figure 6 shows the error and its decomposition for three experiments: the NYT
corpus with randomly generated sequences of articles; the ATC corpus with randomly
generated sequences of segments; and the ATC corpus with the true ordering of segments as they were aired. It is interesting to note that our system tends to undersegment as indicated by the high missed . Furthermore, in the actual ATC orderings
missed is even higher due to the phenomenon of multiple segments with similar
topics (see section 5.2).
Figure 7 is a comparison between the AHMM and HMM over window widths
from 2 to 200. AHMM segmentation outperforms HMM segmentation for small window widths. However, as we increase the window size, the performance of the aspect model decreases. This is due to two facts. First, the precision of the segmenter
decreases, causing a slight decrease in score. More importantly however, this behavior occurs because we are using an approximation of
. In the approximation
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Figure 7: Window width vs. CoAP for the HMM and AHMM in the NYT corpus

scheme described in section 4.2, words in the beginning of the window are weighted
more heavily than words towards the end of the window. Therefore, as the window
size increases, more words make less impact on the observation distribution and the
segmenter does not perform as well.
The HMM does well on large windows since all words are counted equally. However, this increase in performance is at the expense of low segmentation granularity.
While the HMM performs better than the AHMM for large windows, it never attains
the performance of the AHMM in small windows. Typically, the AHMM reaches peak
performance at a window size of 10-15 words. The HMM begins to perform better
than the AHMM at around 100 words.

6 Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have introduced a new approach to text segmentation using a unique
probabilistic model that combines an aspect model with an HMM. This is a unified
framework within which we learn both document clusters for training and observation
probabilities for new segmentations. The AHMM does well with small windows of
words allowing for a more precise segmentation than with the HMM.
We have experimented with this system on noisy text sources produced by a speech
recognition system. Since our model is purely statistical, we can segment this output
and accurately hypothesize topic transition points. Our results on transcripts produced
by the S PEECH B OT system are quite encouraging.
Future work in this area has several directions. First, we would like to incorporate
segmentation into the S PEECHBOT IR framework in a principled way and measure its
success. Second, we would like to use the topic labels to categorize the corpus of
segments and further improve audio browsing and retrieval. Finally, we would like to
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explore a temporal analysis of our data and model long term topic shifts in the hidden
factors and language models.
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